Meeting minutes 12/16/07   Asha Austin
Attendees: Arvind Rao, Bharathkumar Thandri, Santhosh Padmanabhan,
Sais Maharaj, Ganesh Krishnamoorthy, Ankur Bora, Vinod Viswanath,
Rahul

ASS presentation - Ganesh presented ASS for review.

Followup action items:
- Ask vallabh and Sabita about 2005 WAH approval for Mahesh setting up
teaching resource center.
- Try to followup with omprakash about the bee business.
- Try to understand teacher's views about children marrying at a young
 age.
- Need to understand why we cannot file RTI at primary health center
if they are not providing proper supplements and not treating
children. Understand what facilities are provided free by the govt. at
the primary health center.
- Ensure when coordinating on health issue to let the parents be aware
of their children's health.
- Find out min.wage and ensure we pay that amount.
- Keep being updated with the latest political schemes by Mayawati
 govt.

We took a vote on increasing vijaybhai's salary and providing an
additional 6000 rupees for the construction of the temporary toilet.
The total comes to $400 at 39 rupees/dollar for the remaining six
months.

Yes - 8, No - 0, Abstain - 0.
(Unanimous - please look attendees list for names)
__________________________________________________________

Prajnalaya Discussion - Ankur.

How were the funds utilized?
-1 pucca and 2 kuccha tanks
Ankur provided the break-up for the kuccha and pucca tanks
-Water filter for the kids
-Steel almirah

What is the immediate need?
- Organic fertilizer is expected to make a profit, plan to sell it at
approx Rs. 15/kg

Prajnalaya Budget requiremtent based on conference call with Suresh
Rajkhowa (Advisor to the school trust)
-No support for organic fertilizer for maintenance
-More support need to increase the number of tanks
-Need funding for teachers salary. Were able to manage on student fees
-170 students. 87 stay in the hostel. 21 teachers and 2 cooks for the
 hostel
-Students age group from 4-15 years
-For Food
per day Rs.1750
per year Rs.6,30,000
-For clothes-Rs.35,200
-For shoes-Rs.21,750
-For books-Rs.49,590
-For teaching materials-Rs.10,440
-Firewood-Rs.17,000
-Electric bill-Rs.7560
-Medical-Rs.12,000
-21 teaching staff 1500 each- Rs.378000
-Examination and school materials cost-Rs.40,000
Total expenses-Rs. 10 lakhs

-Prajnalaya relies entire on student fees (roughly Rs.2.5 lakhs)
-Some poor students unable to pay
-Unable to pay teachers from August onwards
-Teachers salary is immediate need
-Last year's budget did not include a need for teacher's salary. It
concentrated more on vocational training and infrastructure like
benches, almirah, etc.
-The total salary requirement for all the staff is Rs.4,02,000 for 12
 months
Most teachers are graduates
Discussions were held on various options that Asha Austin can
exercise to get these funds to them at the earliest since there is an
urgent need
-Vote taken on approving the entire budget requirement. Mode of
disbursal to be decided yet.
Votes:
Yes-8 (Unanimous - please look attendees list for names)
No-0
Abstain-0

Questions that need to be answered
1. Last years 80% of profits will be taken by people who started the
organic fertilizer business and 20% would be given to the school
So, given the current needs, does this ratio still hold?
2. Are they making significant money right now by selling the
fertilizer? How much do they expect to generate as income?
3. Are all teachers paid the same salary?
4. Have things changed from the initial list of teachers that we got
with the initial proposal
Background, responsibilities of all the teachers, support staff, etc.
5. Do they have a consistent source of support? (Like Rotary, etc.)
From what we understand, so far there is no other support. There may
be some government support in the future but nothing currently.
3. How many kgs of fertilizer they expect to get in one cycle from each
 tank?
4. Is there anything being done for malaria prevention/cure? Is there
any government policy for this? Will it help if it can be included as
a part of the budget?
5. In general, how is the project doing after Jugal Buniyan passed
 away?
6. Who is the principal currently? Who is in charge of running the
 school?
7 Will the shortfall in the budget affect things? i.e out of a total
budget of 10 lakhs, Asha Austin is planning to support roughly 4
lakhs, the income from fees is roughly 2.5 lakhs, so there is a
shortfall of roughly 3 lakhs
In such a situation, if items like teachers salary are affected, would
it affect the overall project?
__________________________________________________________
Srishti Special Academy update by Vinod
-Some teachers have changed. Change in budget amount expected soon.
Second instalment will be sent starting in January
-Updates on proposed unit for manufacturing prosthetic limbs as part
of occupational therapy unit.
Srishti would have been itself be one of the biggest customers for it
3 kids attended a workshop organized by APD (Association for the
Physically Disabled) in Bangalore
Austin approved the fixed cost component of the budget in April-May.
Recurring cost was approved by Asha SV in the first week of Dec.
Initial plan was to begin in June-July timeframe, but Asha-Austin was
waiting for recurring budget to be approved
But the 3 kids who were trained for this are no longer interested in
this, so this project is being put on hold for the time being
Srishti felt that the money could be better spent in bolstering their
tailoring unit which is one of their more profitable ones
The approved amount for the recurring costs will not be disbursed now
New proposal expected for tailoring unit
-Started a Balwadi where they could potentially identify kids with
special needs, if they had any, at an earlier age




